Dishwashers
ENERSAVE:
At the end of the drying cycle a special device slowly automatically opens the door a few centimeters which ensures perfect drying
and can save up to 20% of energy on some models.

AUTO:
The length of an Auto programme depends on the need for a pre-wash and the number of rinses required, as monitored by the
Aquatest, which automatically selects the programme most suitable for the degree of food debris found on the dishes.

FLEXITABS:
Regardless of the type of detergent used, the wash cycle adjusts to give the best possible results every time.

CRYSTAL:
The crystal cycle is a particular programme designed especially for delicate dishes with light dirt.

DELAY TIMER:
A delay timer can postpone the start of the programme by up to 24 hours, for convenience and also to take advantage of off-peak
energy periods

QUICK TIME:
The Quick Time option can be selected in conjunction with all programmes except the pre-wash in order to reduce the length of the
wash cycle up to 55%. By using higher temperatures and an intense mechanical spray action, Quick Time is able to save valuable
time.

RAPID 27 MINS:
A new quick programme which takes just 27 minutes, suitable for a lightly soiled load.

STRONG & FAST:
This special programme takes less than 1 hour to eliminate the most stubborn dirt and dried on residues.

HYCLEAN:
When the HYCLEAN option (or Ultracleanse programme) is selected, the dishwasher performs a final 10 minute rinse at a high
temperature of 70°C, eliminating virtually all bacteria to achieve the highest possible standards of cleanliness. The Hyclean option
can be selected with almost all cycles at temperatures above 50°C.

FlexiZone:
The new ½ load FlexiZone allows you to wash a reduced load saving energy, water and time and there are no restrictions on where
the items are placed. Traditional half loads allow only one of the baskets to be used. Flexi-Zone can be found on most dishwashers,
as either an option or a programme depending on the model.

TOTAL AQUASTOP:
In addition to the partial Aquastop protection present in all Smeg dishwashers, some models have an electronic device fitted to the
water intake hose, which monitors water levels in the machine, detects leaks in the hose and switches off the water supply
immediately when necessary.

ORBITAL WASH SYSTEM:
This system consists of a double spray arm, with contra-action rotation, which distributes water evenly throughout the cavity. The
spray arm jets are perfectly shaped to direct the water with precision, ensuring an excellent wash quality and a greatly reduced noise
level.

SHUTTLE SYSTEM:
Since the 45cm dishwasher is rectangular rather than square in shape, the normal circular spray arm does not adequately cover the
front and back of the cavity. The Shuttle system patented by Smeg overcomes this problem by shuttling the lower spray arm from
front to back on a secondary supporting arm, ensuring optimum water distribution throughout to deliver excellent wash results while
maintaining low consumption of water and energy.

AQUATEST:
An electronic infrared sensor measures the clarity of the water during an Auto programme, and automatically ensures the minimum
consumption of water and energy during the load. Models with Aquatest will have at least one Auto programme.

Professional:
Professional

FINGER-FRIENDLY STAINLESS STEEL:
The st/steel material used on the exteriors of Smeg dishwashers has a finger-friendly finish to assist in maintaining the surfaces in
a pristine condition.

Quick Time:
Available for all washing programmes (pre-wash excluded) the Quick Time option should be selected together with a washing
programme in order to reduce the length of the washing cycle up to 55%. By using higher temperatures together with an
intense mechanical spray action, Quick Time is able to save valuable time.
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